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Gone are the days when only a few people really liked artificial plants as they clearly seemed to be
artificial and fake. Today modern artificial plants have gained popularity as they appear highly
realistic  and make it too hard for anyone to distinguish from real plants. Be it a home or office, it has
always benefited by green plants and flowers. These plants add freshness to the place and make
any atmosphere more relaxing. Most of the people have adopted artificial plants and made them an
integral part of their lives. Silk plants are available in abundance and add attractiveness to any
place. They have become a favorite choice for business firms and hotels, and are usually placed at
the entrance or right in the center which normally is the focal point. These plants are long lasting,
affordable and an ideal replacement of their live counterpart.

Advantage of Silk Plants

Thereâ€™s no denying the fact that plants bring positive energy and surprisingly, silk plants have the
same effect. Along with their greenery and freshness they also bring that feeling of tranquility which
is needed for mental relaxation. Keeping artificial silk plants is quite practical, they can easily be
placed inside the house without worrying about their maintenance, sunlight and water. Taking care
of a real plant is can be tiresome, most important of all you need to choose the plant carefully
whether it might suit the environment of the house or not. Silk plants are highly economical as there
are no chances of them getting dying because of too high or too low temperature.

Regular Cleaning of Silk plants

These plants ask for very little maintenance, the only thing that happens to them is they gather dust 
which can easily be cleaned by dusting. It is advisable not to clean the silk plants with water else
you might end up spoiling their texture and color. The artificial foliage made of silk gives them a
shine that is almost similar to real plants and regular cleaning can help them last for long.

You will be amazed to see the wide range of silk plants available these days. People are generally
aware of Christmas tree but there is much more besides that. You can get an artificial replica of
almost all the plants from an average height plant to a bonsai. You can also opt for silk grasses and
make them an interesting decorative piece for your peg table or dining table.
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